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 MAJOR SUPPLIERS IN THE INDUSTRY 

Preservation Line for 

Shipbuilding Industry
Preservation lines are the ideal complete conveying systems 

for the treatment of various parts, such as plates and sec-

tions. Within the preservation line the parts to be treated are 

prepared, cleaned, shot blasted, painted and dried. The sev-

eral line components are connected with each other - this 

assures a continuous and automatic sequence of operations 

during the transport of the parts through the line.  

The components of a preservation line are individually customized 

according to the requirements of the customer as well as accor-

ding to the conditions at site.

The preservation line described in the following – which is special 

designed for the demands of a shipyard in Russia – is used for 

descaling and primer of steel plates with a thickness up to 250 

mm and a width up to 4500 mm. The throughput speed of these 

steel plates is – according to the degree of scale – 2,5–3 m/min. 

with a surface quality of SA 2,5 after shot blasting process. By this 

new developed preservation line we are successful in achieving at 

same time a significant higher capacity of parts to be treated as 

well as energy savings. 

Start of sequence of operation is the transport of steel plates via 

an existing inlet roller conveyor to the pre-heating oven. Here, the 

steel plates are pre-heating up to approx. 35°C, in order to shorten 

the drying process of primer. By pre-heating the steel plates the 

solvent leaks faster. For pre-heating the steel plates up to approx. 

35°C the pre-heating oven will be heated up to 280°C, which is 

achieved by using gas burners. The gas burners are incorporated 

in a burner pipe with ce-ramic cladding, hereby the flame of burner 

will not be affected by velocity of hot air, and a very high efficiency 

of burner is achieved. The transmission of heat is done by means 

of heat convection with heat resistant fans and/or direct by one or 

more flame ledges.

Between pre-heating oven and shot blast machine there is instal-

led an intermediate roller conveyor, where it is possible to effect a 

visual control. Additionally, within this area the height and width of 

steel plates is detected by sensors. With these measuring results 

the blasting capacity and cleaning station are automatically cont-

rolled. For shot blasting of the steel plates 8 turbines are arranged 

spatial. By this special arrangement of turbines the steel plates are 

perfect and uniform shot blasted. The abrasive is conveyed in a 

circulation and is recycled in a special gravity air wash system, so 

that the shot blast machine has a very low consumption of abrasive 

and the costs for shot blasting are lowered down. Additionally, all 

wear areas are lined with hardened manganese steel. The suction 

of the shot blast machine assures that the parts to be shot blasted 

will be transported dust-free to the painting station. 

After having passed the shot blast machine the steel plates are 

transported to a special cleaning station. Here, remaining abrasive 

is removed from the steel plates by means of brushes and nozz-
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les, which are operated with blow-off fans. Addi-tionally, adhesive 

abrasive is removed from the underneath of steel plates by means 

of brushes.

Between cleaning station and painting station there is installed an 

intermediate roller conveyor. This is necessary for an anew scan-

ning of height of steel plates by light barriers, for an exact posi-

tioning of airless automatic spray pistols and for observance of 

security zone of painting station. 

The paint spraying or painting station is working nearly fully auto-

matically. By means of the light barriers the upper airless automatic 

spraying pistols are driven exactly to a distance of approx. 200 mm 

to the plates via special developed dust in-sensitive linear axles. At 

the airless automatic spraying pistols there are installed additional 

scanning units so that only the steel plates are painted. The lower 

airless automatic spraying pistols are also mounted on a special 

linear axle and are equipped with an additional scanning unit, so 

that from underneath, too, only the steel plates are painted. 

This assures that the steel plates are painted environment-friend-

ly, because there is as less overspray as possible. The painting 

unit is designed according to latest security rules according to EN 

12215. In order to ensure this standard, there is installed a fan wit-

hin painting unit. This fan flushes the linear axles so that they work 

faultless. Due to the linear axles the painting unit is able to operate 

very precise and clean. Furthermore, the complete painting unit is 

sucked-off and the dust is collected in a special filter.

The solvent is burnt in a regenerative thermal oxidation plant (RTO) 

and can be used again as regenerative heat recov-ery. The RTO is 

designed in such a way that it may work nearly autothermic. A RTO 

or TNV (thermal post-combustion) is statutory in most countries. 

Following, a chain conveyor is used in order to avoid abrasion or 

destroy of paint at under-neath of steel plates. The chain conveyor 

is a parallel chain transport system with intermediate positioned 

traverses. The steel plates are only pointwise guided on the traver-

ses. The upper edge of traverse is mounted at height of reference 

cir-cle of chain wheel - this is to avoid speed differences between 

translation and rotation of upper edge of traverse. 

This arrangement effects that the transition from roller conveyor to 

chain conveyor is carried out at same speed, i.e. the steel plate is 

transported on the chain conveyor without crawling motion. 

Above the chain conveyor there is installed the isolated drying tun-

nel. Within this tunnel the steel plates are warmed up in order to 

assure a drying of steel plates within an efficient period of time. For 

this the warm exhaust air of pre-heating oven is guided by means 

of a fan into the drying tunnel – as option, an additional gas bur-

ner with burner pipe can be installed into the drying tunnel. The 

transmission of heat is effected via heat convection. For a uniform 

drying of steel plates there are installed channels with nozzles wi-

thin the drying tunnel, in order to obtain a direct dry of the plates 

from all sides. 

After the drying tunnel there is installed the outlet roller conveyor 

from which the shot blasted and dry steel plates can be discharged 

or transported to further processing via cross conveyor.




